CHURCH OF SCI.ENTOLOGY OF MISSOURI
STL Ethics Order #2955

21 October 2010

ALL ORGS
ALL MISSIONS
SUPPRESSIVE PERSON DECLARE
JAMES (JIM) LITTLE
MESHELL LITTLE (POWERS)
HEATHER POWERS
Jim Little, Meshell Little and Heather Powers of Saint Louis, Missouri, are hereby declared Suppressive
Persons per HCO PL 7 March 1965RB I, SUPPRESSIVE ACTS, SUPPRESSION OF SCIENTOLOGY
AND SCIENTOLOGISTS.
It was recently found that Jim and Meshell had been using ex-Scientologists and Suppressive Persons as
their sources for a study of their religion.
----- First of all, wait, huh? Was this a typo? “study of their religion”? You know, we are not even
sure what they are accusing us of here. It almost seems as if they are accusing us of getting field
auditing or training from SPs. Well, I think someone should cough up some evidence of this
because it never happened. If they mean we have been using these people as a source of
RESEACH and INVESTIGATION, then it would be true!
They then forwarded black propaganda statements, enemy lines and falsehoods about Scientology
organizations, parishioners and Church principals to other Scientologists, thus propagating them, in an
attempt to pull those people off The Bridge.
----- Ok, well first of all would it be too much to ask for a less broad generality here? This would
be true if you consider that I talked to my immediate family. With what we have discovered of
course I told my mother, my son and daughter! I wanted only to allow them to know where I stood
on the matter and to find out where they stood. Come on! Duh! This is the real world and we are a
real family. However, Jim did offer to any of his Facebook Scientology “friends” to read our
resignation letter to see what our side was. That was Jim and not “Jim and Meshell”.

Through investigation it was discovered that Heather had covertly continued to work as a staff member of
the Church while knowingly betraying her fellow staff and making secret plans to resign from the Church.
----- This section on Heather is the sickest and most unjust of all. Let me take this up point by
point.
----- The truth of this is that our discoveries were discussed with Heather only days previously;
however she did not have the months of research and all the data that we had. She decided she
would just finish her contract. I thought this would be okay. However, and get this, Heather is a
15 year old who had been on staff since she was 13. She was not supposed to be working over a
certain amount of hours, per the law, because of schooling. She ended up being expected to work
at least 40 hours a week and when I said she would have to do a straight day schedule so I could
more effectively get her schooling done, her senior, the Cope Off, adamantly refused to allow her
to do this unless she also came in on Thursday nights at 9:30pm for weekly staff meetings. This
was completely unworkable and yet her senior wouldn’t hear of anything else and wouldn’t
approve the schedule stating, “I don’t care about your schooling, I care about policy”. After me
discussing this in detail with her senior and getting nowhere, that is when we decided Heather

was not going to work there anymore. That is when we decided we had to pull her off staff,
compose a resignation letter that would explain our decisions and just walk away. She didn’t
even go back to the org once this decision was made.
While appearing to be a Scientologist in good standing, she treacherously began allying herself with
known SPs and disclosing confidential parishioner information which was then forwarded to websites run
by known squirrels, in an attempt to harm the Church and the parishioner.
----- First thought here is what?? This is 100% lies and complete ASSUMPTION of facts. Heather
has never been allied with a known SP, and with the exception of us, she has never
communicated in any fashion with declared SPs and still hasn’t. The only thing that comes to
mind here is when Heather divulged information about a parishioner who had been offered
sleeping pills from the ED/CS and then was subsequently locked away in a mental hospital.
Heather had no idea that Jim and I had been researching or our decision, at that time she was
confidentially mentioning this to me out of her concern/upset for the parishioner and total shock
of the situation. Later, it was Jim who posted this information on the Ex Scientology Message
Board because he was blown away by this!
While a staff member of the Church, Heather had a record of continual dishonesty and repeatedly not
showing up which dumped work on other staff.
----- This statement is a broad generality. There were times Heather was sick and was not allowed
to come to post because she had fever. As for dishonesty, I assume Heather’s fear of speaking
her mind is what caused her to seem dishonest. As far as dumping workloads, let’s get this
straight. Heather started volunteering at the church when she was 13 years old for NO PAY for 6
months before she turned 14. When she started working for pay at 14 years old she made on
average $20 PER WEEK even when she was working up to 40 hours. There were numerous times
she came in on her days off to help her senior cover a post, and numerous times she babysit
another staff member’s children, on her only day off, for free, so they could be on post.
After investigation revealed the actions they were carefully hiding, Jim, Meshell and Heather presented
their resignation from the Church rather than seek an on-policy, honest handling.
----- This statement is a gross and blatant lie. What “investigation” are they talking about? Oh, I
get it. Jim posted that confidential information on the ESMB just 2 days previous to our decision
to submit a letter of resignation and pull Heather off staff. So on the day that we were bringing in
our letter we were confronted with this demand to get on the meter. We finally figured out that
they were trying to find out how this information had gotten on the internet. It’s very real to me
that they would think magically just because they almost got us on the meter that we created a 14
page resignation letter in the hour before they demanded we come to the org for a metered
interview and take all the credit for having cracked the case. OMG. They found the right “why”
again!
When confronted and given an opportunity to avail themselves of standard Scientology technology to
resolve this matter they refused the help offered by Church staff members and then spread lies regarding
them.
----- Yes, the HES did offer the day of resignation to show us the “truth” disputing what we
believed. The HES, HAS, and COPE OFF sat down with us, after quickly scan reading over our
letter and proceeded to tell us how wrong we were. How we had been tricked by SPs. We asked if
they had ever looked at what we researched or had they only read what the church is saying about
the people saying it. The HES said he had read the church’s dead agent material and need not
read more. We asked him if he knew who Pat Broker or Annie Broker were and he had no clue.
That sealed it for us. We remember people used to bad mouth Dianetics and when you asked if
they had ever read the book themselves or read anything by LRH, they would say some similar
thing…..realize, you can’t have an intelligent conversation under these circumstances. We

decided there was no way we could be “handled” if they were unwilling to read or listen to what is
actually being said out there. This conversation was over.
After this, in exchange for financial gain, Jim then offered his pre-paid legal "services" to help others get
refunds and leave the Church.
----- Well what do you know a piece of truth. However, this is only partially true. Jim offered it
because he had seen where other people who had left got their unused donations for services
back using Pre-Paid Legal services. While others were have trouble getting them because they
had no legal representation or advice. He has not made a single dime off this. I’d like to also point
out, Heather and Meshell had nothing to do with this either.
A review of Meshell's ethics file reveals an unchanging pattern of out-ethics towards her fellow
Scientologists. These include using Scientology communication lines for profit, heavy promotion of
dishonest investments which cost her fellow Scientologists tens of thousands of dollars, driving some of
them to hardship or bankruptcy, that she continued to promote against clear direction from the Church
that it was unethical. Deeper investigation shows a continuing pattern of pretending to be a
knowledgeable and ethical Scientologist while, in fact, squirreling Scientology materials to stop action and
enturbulate others.
----- Well, this is an interesting attack on me for sure. Especially when all I did was submit the
resignation letter and carefully went silently about my way. They reviewed my ethics file and
found information from over 12 years ago and twisted it to use for their own ends in this SP
declare. It’s quite gross in my opinion.
Let me address these points. First of all I’m confused by the first point that there is an
“unchanging pattern of out-ethics toward her fellow Scientologists”. This is a broad
generalization that truly makes me sound horrible. Quite interesting that the things they are
mentioning came from a decade ago and since that time I served on staff again, took courses and
even had auditing! Do you think this would have happened if I were as described?
The second line was something referring to heavy promotion of dishonest investments. This is
twisted up with adjectives added to ensure insidiousness is portrayed. However, let me say it
was, sadly & embarrassingly PARTIALLY true. First, there was no heavy promotion and I was not
doing this to harm anyone, nor do I believe it was dishonest – however we were ALL tricked and
we ALL lost money. Some lost more than others and I took a lot of responsibility and felt more
than horrible about it! I did my ethics conditions over 12 years ago and it was completely
resolved back then. I have letters from some of these people letting me know that they did not
hold me responsible for their losses, because we all knew (in fact signed papers to the fact) that
there was risk involved.
The sentence stating “using scientology communication lines for profit” – well, I’m not really sure
what all this is about, however, the church, not understanding MLM or Network Marketing, is
making it sound very weird and evil.
Line up 50 staff members from Sea Org to orgs and take a survey. Many have NO IDEA what or
how network marketing works, and prominent others encourage Scientologists to take advantage
of this type of business ownership to make a living! My business partner, Sharon Lyman, and I
started a business that was done via network marketing and SOME of the people who were
involved were our friends, who were scientologists! It was introduced to us by Scientologists and
we had all hoped to make a lot of bridge money.
So these statements just clearly show these young adults wielding lightning bolts again. No
worldly wisdom, just uneducated opinions.

The church started dictating to me and Sharon, that the product we were selling and promoting
was unethical. It was educational materials teaching people about their rights as tax payers are
and taught them how to create legal tax shelters. The church came down on us and said we could
not promote the material because it was not true blah blah blah. Even though we heavily
disagreed with this evaluation, it ruined our business as we had to stop promoting it. Then, to
bring this up over a decade later and act like it’s somewhat current and continuing (or even that it
was unethical in the first place) is obviously done to harm my reputation.
Additionally, during this time, my business partner, Sharon Lyman, decided to get drastic with the
whole tax concept and personally decided to opt out of the income tax system – she literally
stopped paying taxes! I didn’t do this, and expressed to her that she shouldn’t do it either. Later,
when she wanted to do scientology services again, she was told she would have to pay back all
the taxes if she wanted to come back on services. Even though she fully believed she was within
her legal rights (even to this day), she complied. It was THIS that caused them to have to file
bankruptcy.
If this is the best they could do to show how evil I am, pulling things from 13 years ago from my
ethics file, leaving out important information, twisting it into all one weird event then being so
vague that I don’t even know what I’m accused of is highly evil, unethical and low toned! It was
done ONLY to make me look bad.
It then said that I pretend to be a knowledgeable and ethical Scientologist while in fact squirreling
the materials to stop and enturbulate others. Well, all I can say here is what are you talking
about? First of all, I am quite knowledgeable and pretty ethical by most standards. Oh, I think
they mean I didn’t donate enough money to the IAS and the Ideal Orgs. Well, I guess I’m guilty.

They are not Scientologists, they are squirrels.
----This is evaluation and I have not seen any proof of this accusation. Sadly, they (the church) are
liars.
According to HCO PL 7 March 1965RB I, SUPPRESSIVE ACTS, SUPPRESSION OF SCIENTOLOGY
AND SCIENTOLOGISTS:
"Suppressive acts are defined as actions or omissions- undertaken to knowingly suppress,
reduce or impede Scientology or Scientologists."
Jim and Meshell Little and Heather Powers are guilty of the following Suppressive Acts:
1. PUBLIC DISAVOWAL OF SCIENTOLOGY OR SCIENTOLOGISTS IN GOOD STANDING WITH
SCIENTOLOGY ORGANIZATIONS.
2. PUBLIC STATEMENTS AGAINST SCIENTOLOGY OR SCIENTOLOGISTS BUT NOT TO
COMMITTEES OF EVIDENCE DULY CONVENED.
3. ENGAGING IN MALICIOUS RUMORMONGERING TO DESTROY THE AUTHORITY OR REPUTE OF
HIGHER OFFICERS OR THE LEADING NAMES OF SCIENTOLOGY OR TO "SAFEGUARD" A
POSITION.
4. IT IS A HIGH CRIME TO PUBLICLY DEPART SCIENTOLOGY.
5. SEEKING TO SPLINTER OFF AN AREA OF SCIENTOLOGY AND DENY IT TO PROPERLY
CONSTITUTED AUTHORITY FOR PERSONAL PROFIT, PERSONAL POWER OR "TO SAVE THE
ORGANIZATION FROM THE HIGHER OFFICERS OF SCIENTOLOGY ."

Additionally, Heather is guilty of the following Suppressive Act:
6. WHERE A PERSON IS SECRETLY PLANNING TO LEAVE AND MAKING PRIVATE
PREPARATIONS TO DO SO WITHOUT INFORMING THE PROPER TERMINALS IN AN ORG AND
DOES LEAVE (BLOW) AND DOES NOT RETURN WITHIN A REASONABLE LENGTH OF TIME, AN
AUTOMATIC DECLARE IS TO BE ISSUED.
All certificates and awards issued to Jim Little, Meshell Little, and Heather Powers are hereby cancelled.
Any licenses or agreements that they may have acquired to use any of the trademarks or service marks
of Dianetics or Scientology are likewise cancelled and any membership agreements that they may have
signed with any Church of Scientology are also cancelled.
Should they come to their senses and recant, they may apply steps A-E as covered in HCO PL 7 March
1965RB I, SUPPRESSIVE ACTS, SUPPRESSION OF SCIENTOLOGY AND SCIENTOLOGISTS.
Their only terminal is the International Justice Chief via the Continental Justice Chief.
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